Information and Membership

Take a fresh look
“The engineer plays a crucial role in society by creating wealth and improving our quality of life. This is particularly true of those engineers who work with reciprocating engines and gas turbines, which provide most of the power for our homes and for transporting us and our goods on land and sea and in the air.”

Philip Ruffles, Former Director Rolls-Royce
Foreword to IDGTE 90th celebratory Yearbook

Sustaining knowledge is vital to today’s engineers.
Who are we?

- IDGTE is an independent professional engineering body dedicated to supporting its members, both individuals and companies
- We aim to develop the skills of our members
- We regularly hold technical events and publish technical papers
- We share knowledge and help to bring people together
We bring people together
About us

- Originally founded in 1913 IDGTE has evolved to become a leading Independent Professional Body supporting individuals and companies across the energy industry.

- We are dedicated to developing the skills of our members by holding technical events, producing papers and publications and offering guidance.

- By sharing knowledge, bringing the right people together or providing practical advice, IDGTE can help you get the most from our industry.
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IDGTE Branches
IDGTE Members
Our vision

 “to be the leading independent, international, professional body in the area of reciprocating engines, gas turbines and related technologies”

 “to serve the interests of those involved in all aspects of development, manufacture and operation of reciprocating internal combustion engines and gas turbines, their related fields and emerging energy conversion technologies.”
Membership benefits

- Belonging to a Learned Society
- Networking with professional engineers with similar interests.
- Keep abreast of the latest trends in diesel, gas engine, gas turbine and related industries
- Opportunity to attend and contribute to regular technical meetings
- Attend IDGTE conferences and seminars with presentations made by users, operators, leading manufacturers and consultants
- Have your technical papers and articles published and access published papers
- Continuing Professional Development (CPD) certification under Engineering Council guidelines
- Visits to engine and turbine builders, manufacturers, power stations and other installations of interest
- Free entry in Members’ Directory and access to members’ area of the IDGTE website
- Reduced cost at IDGTE organised and sponsored conferences
- Join a major industry gathering at the IDGTE’s prestigious annual luncheon
- Your personal copy of IDGTE’s technical journal - the *Power Engineer*
- Join or support the IDGTE young engineers initiative (*YE*)

For more information: [http://www.idgte.org.uk](http://www.idgte.org.uk)
Knowledge
Join a learned society
Latest developments in diesels and gas turbines
Conferences, seminars and workshops

Career Development
Continuing Professional Development
Young Engineers’ group
Present and publish papers
Members’ Directory

Meet Others
Key industry gatherings
Annual Luncheon
Networking opportunities
Social events

Your Contribution
Conferences and seminars
Regional activities
Young Engineers initiative

Benefits of Membership
?
The UK regulatory body for the engineering profession

EC holds the registers of CEng, IEng, EngTech and ICT Tech

EC sets and maintains the standards of competence and ethics

Ensures that employers, government and wider society has confidence in the knowledge, experience and commitment of registrants

Supports Institutions

For more information: http://www.engc.org.uk

IDGTE is a Licensed Professional Institution of the Engineering Council
Registrations

- IDGTE is registered as a company in the United Kingdom as the Institution of Diesel and Gas Turbine Engineers
- IDGTE is a not-for-profit organisation and is registered with the UK charity commission. The organisation is run by its members to serve its members and the general public
- IDGTE is also a licensed member of the Engineering Council being one of 36 licensed institutions deemed to have sufficient experience, procedures and resources to assess the competence and commitment of candidates for registration and to monitor those registrants’ continuing professional development
Why should you become a member of IDGTE

Membership brings many benefits, these include:

- Professional recognition with a membership grade awarded on experience and qualifications
- *The Power Engineer* our peer reviewed journal delivered free quarterly to all members
- *The Operational Report* – a compilation of user related, plant operational date and operation experience
- Members’ Directory – entry free to members
Why then should you become a member of IDGTE

- Learning and development through IDGTE organised conferences, seminars and training courses
- To attend excellent networking opportunities at key events – our prestigious luncheon, social and technical visits, conferences
- To gain access to a “members only” area of our website including the IDGTE archive of technical papers for download
- Focused Institution with ready access to people at all levels within organisations in the industry
Young Engineers

We have an active YE group and support the group in developing its own programme of events and activities.

The IDGTE Young Engineers initiative aims to act as a catalyst to inspire and support our next generation of engineers.

We welcome graduate engineers, students in full-time education and encourage university-based student groups.

See our dedicated YE link and for more information visit:
http://www.idgte.org/youngengineer.html
Engineering Technicians

- Registration as an Engineering Technician gives recognition of expertise and hard work, self-esteem and higher earnings potential
- EngTech, combined with IDGTE membership improves career prospects, affords greater influence within your organisation and industry, and access to life-long learning resources
- Designatory letters eg J Smith, EngTech MIDGTE
- IDGTE welcomes Engineering Technicians to apply for registration with Engineering Council and join IDGTE as an Eng Tech member
- Applications can be made through either through an approved Company scheme or as individual route. See http://www.idgte.org/engtech.html
We address topical issues

- IDGTE hosts a wide range of seminars, courses, conferences and social events
- All of our events focus on topical issues and developments within the power and energy industries
- We give insight into the challenges facing the industry today
Conferences, seminars and courses

- Two day annual conference alternating each year reciprocating engines/gas turbines
- Full range of speakers
- Complete set of technical papers published
User groups

- IDGTE sponsors and supports user groups
- Operators/owners with similar machines
- Exchange of experience
- Representation and liaison with OEM
- Arrange exchange visits
IDGTE has an active LinkedIn group and welcomes members to join in the Forum LinkedIn – the online network of more than 8.5 million experienced professionals from around the world representing 130 industries.

The main goals of the IDGTE group are:

- Increase awareness of the Institution
- Increase communications with existing and potential members
- Disseminate relevant and timely information
Classes of membership

- Fellow
- Member
- Associate
- Retired
- Retired Associate
- Student
- Subscriber
- Company
- Young Engineer

IDGTE welcomes both individual and company memberships.

There are grades of membership to meet the needs of every phase of your career.

Try the hyperlinks on each of the buttons to obtain more information!
Join now

We invite you to fill in the application form and apply to join IDGTE. Members please encourage others to join.

Apply on line or download the application form.

If you need assistance just call us and we will help.
The really great thing is that IDGTE has a particularly diverse membership with amongst it members managing directors, consulting engineers, in house and field engineers, young engineers and engineering technicians - amongst others. Anon

At the time I joined in 1983 I joined IDGTE as I was really impressed by the practical approach of the members and a really relevant technical programme. Never regretted this decision. Ronald Hunt

I have found the knowledge provided by joining IDGTE relevant rather than just general “glossy magazine” stuff as put out by some of the large institutions. Also, I much value the social and business network afforded by IDGTE membership. Peter Tottman

The efforts that we, along with the IDGTE, have put into our EngTech training programme, are now being rewarded, and I have no doubt it will be of huge benefit to be able to recognise the skill, dedication and diligence of many of our technicians, whilst inspiring others to follow their lead. John Okninski  HR Manager, Infinis

Members add your quote here!
Our staff – ready to help

Michael Raine
Director General

Carole Carrington
Administration Officer

Sandra Redfern
Administration Officer
To join contact us:

www.idgte.org

IDGTE
Bedford Heights
Manton Lane
Bedford MK41 7PH

Tel: +44 (0)1234 214340
Fax: +44 (0)1234 355493
Email: enquiries@idgte.org
Thank you for your interest in IDGTE
End
Member
MIDGTE

For those whose qualifications, training and experience meet the requirements of the IDGTE.

If qualifications are insufficient individuals can still be considered for membership if they demonstrate sufficient experience and responsibility in a related industry.
Associate Member
AMIDGTE

For those not attaining the full qualification or experience required to become a full member or company member.

Associate Members enjoy the same benefits as Members.
Student Member

For those undertaking a recognised course of technical training or training within a company associated with the engine or gas turbine industry.
For any company who wishes to support the IDGTE. This class of membership allows for one member and four company associates.

The member must meet the requirements for Member status.
Fellow
FIDGTE

For those who have been members for a minimum of three consecutive years and who are able to meet stringent and advanced requirements.
For universities, public authorities, libraries and other organisations associated with the energy industry. Subscribers are entitled to copies of our journal, *Power Engineer*. 
Members of any grade who have retired with a business income of less than £10,000 per annum may change their status to Retired Member, providing they have been a member for at least 3 years.
Retired Associate Member

This membership category is aimed at encouraging retired persons with an interest in IDGTE to join, without the need to fulfil the Retired Member requirement of having previously been a Member or Associate Member.
For young engineers who have completed their full-time education (distinguishing them from Student members), who would pay their annual subscription on a sliding scale dependent on age.